
The Outdoor Life signifies a                                                  culture of men and women 
whose souls are restless and ache                                 for a glimpse of sunshine & 
fresh air. I am the Average Joe living                        The Outdoor Life one day at a time. 
Waiting and planning for that next adventure. I am an avid cyclist, kayaker, surfer, 
hiker, backpacker, camper, swimmer, equestrian, hunter, fisherman, and photogra-
pher. However, it’s not about the activity; it’s about the adventures I experience 
during these activities. For me, The Outdoor Life is not something I do; it’s something 
I live!I live!

This blog started as “My Life on Two Wheels,” and as I progressed into different activ-
ities, I believe it is only right to give them the respect they deserve. With over 30 
years of professional and recreational experience, I love being able to pass along in-
formation about great companies that fit into an outdoor lifestyle. I have hands-on 
experience with every product posted here. Companies send me products to test 
and others are products I feel can benefit my outdoors needs. However, it’s not all 
about product reviews! You’ll find information on different places to go, rides I have 
ridden, rivers I have floated and my experiences at each. I’ll show you how to get ridden, rivers I have floated and my experiences at each. I’ll show you how to get 
things done and on the cheap. You’ll watch as I succeed and fail, laugh and cry–but 
remember it’s about the adventure and the smile you come away with!



Over the past 35 years of my adult                                                                        life, Ihave gained a very diverse 
portfolio of adventures from which I                                                                  have been blessed to be a partici-
pant in. This wealth of experience and                                                           knowledge has defined my character, 
my morals and values and my healthy re-                                                spect for people and the great outdoors. 
It is a true definition of an Outdoorsman!

If it can be done, do it. 
If it can’t, think of a way it can!



Go out on a limb. 
That's where the fruit is!






